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Abstract

Smoothing is often used to improve the readability and interpretability of
noisy areal data. However there are many instances where the underlying
quantity is discontinuous. In this case, specific methods are needed to esti-
mate the piecewise constant spatial process. A well-known approach in this
setting is to perform segmentation of the signal using the adjacency graph,
as does the graph-based fused lasso. But this method does not scale well to
large graphs.

This article introduces a new method for piecewise-constant spatial es-
timation that (i) is fast to compute on large graphs and (ii) yields sparser
models than the fused lasso (for the same amount of regularization), giving
estimates that are easier to interpret.

We illustrate our method on simulated data and apply it to real data
on overweight prevalence in the Netherlands. Healthy and unhealthy zones
are identified which cannot be explained by demographic of socio-economic
characteristics. We find that our method is capable of identifying such zones
and can assist policy makers with their health-improving strategies. The
implementation of our method in R is publicly available at github.com/

goepp/graphseg.
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1. Introduction

Spatial statistics plays a prominent role in epidemiology. Nowadays, the
study of health-related outcomes with respect to the geographical location
has become widespread. The data for these studies can be of various types,
leading to different statistical tools to answer the epidemiological questions
at hand [1].

A common problem in spatial statistics is the regularization of spatial
data. Most regularization methods perform a spatial smoothing of the data,
e.g. kriging for interpolation of data that has been collected at fixed point
locations [2] or disease mapping techniques in the case of data has been
collected for administrative areas [1]. The main advantage of smoothing is
a higher interpretability of the resulting map. The underlying assumption is
that the actual truth is smooth.

In some cases however, one may want to obtain a segmented estimation of
the spatial distribution, for instance when the true underlying spatial effect
is assumed to be discontinuous. Besides, from a policy making point of view,
for the purpose of improving the health of a population, it can be of interest
to identify zones having a similar health-related status. Because of logistic
and administrative efficiencies involved in such health-improving strategies,
the areas within such zones should preferably be contiguous. Spatial seg-
mentation techniques provide an objective way to identify such zones.

In demographic and epidemiological studies, the neighborhood in which
we live often has an effect on the health-related outcome variable, even
when adjusted for demographic variables, like age and sex, and other socio-
economic variables, like educational level and income. This leads to the
hypothesis that the neighborhood of residence has by itself an impact on
the health-related outcome variable. Beyond the demographic and socio-
economic factors, people living in the same area tend to share the same
habits: the school they attend, the supermarket they shop at, the bank they
go to, etc. As an example, demographic studies on longevity focus namely on
finding specific geographic areas where the longevity is unexpectedly high.
These more-than-expected healthier areas are sometimes referred to as ”blue
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zones” [3]. These areas are discrete by nature, and such studies use a spatial
segmentation of administrative) areas to identify these zones.

Thus, instead of looking at the prevalence of a health-related indicator
itself, it may be more interesting for policy makers to identify zones that have
a higher or lower prevalence than can be expected based on the demographic
and socioeconomic composition of neighborhoods alone. Such information
is usually not directly available, but van de Kassteele et al. [4] presented a
small area estimation model that, as a by-product, provides an estimate of
these neighborhood-specific deviations in the form of a spatial random effect
term. The goal is to identify healthy and unhealthy zones by performing
spatial segmentation on the neighborhood specific deviations that cannot be
explained by demographic of socio-economic characteristics.

The main approach for segmentation of piecewise spatial data is to use
the graph-fused lasso on the adjacency graph. The graph-fused lasso was
first introduced for regression [5] and then extended to multitask regression
[6]. Hoefling [7] introduced a path algorithm for regression with any fused
lasso penalty, called generalized fused lasso and Wang et al. [8] developed a
method for trend filtering fused lasso on graphs using the ADMM optimiza-
tion algorithm. Finally, [9] have proposed a fast estimation procedure for the
graph fused lasso with any convex loss based on a trail decomposition of the
graph and the ADMM algorithm.

In this paper, we introduce a new graph-based sparsity-inducing estima-
tion method that yields sparser estimates than the graph fused lasso. As for
the graph fused lasso [7], the method minimizes a likelihood penalized over
the differences of the parameter over a graph, using the adjacency structure
of the areas. Our method extends the adaptive ridge [10, 11] to a graph fused
penalty. The adaptive ridge is a sparsity-inducing iterative method based on
a iterating over a weighted ridge problem. Since the complexity depends on
the number of areas and not on the number of individuals, our method is
computationally efficient when there is a large number of areas.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 introduces the model. In
Section 2.2 we investigate the properties of our method, both on simulated
data and on real data on overweight prevalence in the Netherlands. Results
are shown in Section 3 and are discussed in Section 4.
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2. Methods and data

2.1. The graph-based fused adaptive ridge

In this section, we present our method for estimating the piecewise graph-
based signal from a noisy observation.

2.1.1. Segmentation of spatial lattice data

The method presented in this section applies to any signal defined on an
undirected, simple graph. However, in this paper, it is applied to the case of
lattice spatial data. We first explain how lattice spatial data can be viewed.

Consider a set of p ≥ 1 areas forming a partition of a connected subset
of R2. In this work, areas often correspond to an administrative division of
a territory, for instance census tracts, municipalities, counties, or neighbor-
hoods. Consider a signal x ∈ Rp (called spatial effect in the following) where
each component of x corresponds to an area. Consider that x is a noisy
observation of an unobserved effect θ:

x = θ + ε, (1)

where θ ∈ Rp is the underlying, deterministic signal and ε ∈ Rp is an error
term centered around zero.

The errors need not be normally distributed. When there are, the mean
square estimate introduced in this paper corresponds to the negative log-
likelihood.

We assume that θ is piecewise constant. More precisely, it has the same
values on unions of areas, which we call zones. The true number of zones is
noted q and hence θ only takes q different values. The zones form a partition
of the areas, and each zone is made of a subset of contiguous areas (rook-type
contiguity). The goal of this paper is to infer θ.

2.1.2. Spatial lattice data as a signal on graph

Consider the adjacency graph G = (E ,V) of the areas, where each vertex
is an area and two vertices are adjacent if their corresponding areas share a
border (rook-type contiguity). We can then view x as a signal on this graph
(see [12] for a review of signals on graphs). Estimating θ can then be viewed
as a problem of piecewise constant estimation of the signal on graph.

Note that when estimating θ as a signal on graph, we discard any infor-
mation of the areas as geometrical sets (e.g. Euclidian distance between cen-
troids). This modelization simplifies the problem, but makes the assumption
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that adjacency contains sufficently enough information about how similar
two areas are.

In applications where there are several connected components (e.g. caused
by rivers or the presence of islands) one can consider each component as a
separate problem, or connect every pair of components by artificially adding
an edge between their closest areas (using the Euclidean distance between
their centroids).

2.1.3. Estimation procedure

Segmentation of θ is done by using a sparsity-inducing method applied to
the differences of the values of θ. The penalty method we use is the adaptive
ridge [10, 11]. This penalized method belong to the class of sparsity-inducing
penalized method, like the lasso [13]. It performs feature selection by iterat-
ing over re-weighted L2 norm penalties, which have an explicit solution.

We define the sum-of-squares cost function

`(θ) = 1
2
(x− θ)ᵀΣ−1(x− θ), (2)

where Σ is the covariance matrix of ε. As mentioned above, this cost function
corresponds to the negative log-likelihood when ε ∼ N (0,Σ). When the
covariance is not assumed to be known, we set Σ = I in the cost function.

The estimating procedure is as follows. First, we define the weighted undi-
rected adjacency graph G(l) = (E ,V(l)), where each weighted edge {j, k} ∈
V(l) between vertices j and k is assigned a positive weight v

(l)
j,k ≥ 0 (by defini-

tion j and k are not adjacent if v
(l)
j,k = 0) that depends on the iteration step l.

Next, define the penalized log-likelihood `pen using a weighted L2 penalty:

`pen(θ,V(l)) , `(θ) +
λ

2

∑
j∼k

v
(l)
j,k (θj − θk)2 , (3)

where λ > 0 is a smoothing parameter. The set of weighted edges V(l) is
included as a parameter of `pen to highlight the dependence on the current
weighted graph (E ,V(l)). The sum in the latter equation is taken only once
per vertex, that is, the sum index is {(j, k) ∈ E , j < k}, where an arbitrary

ordering of the nodes has been chosen. The edge weights v
(l)
j,k play the role of

tuning the importance of the difference between areas j and k while λ plays
the role of tuning the overall regularization.
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The adaptive ridge procedure iterates between a step of weighted smooth-
ing and an update of the weights:

(i) θ(l) , arg min
θ

`pen(θ,V(l−1)) (4a)

(ii) v
(l)
j,k =

1

(θ
(l)
j − θ

(l)
k )2 + ε

, {j, k} ∈ V . (4b)

where ε > 0 is a small numerical constant, introduced in order to bound the
denominator away from zero for numerical stability. Different choices for the
value of ε have been proposed, Candès et al. [14] and Daubechies et al. [15]
having proposed to update its value at each iteration, decreasing it as the
algorithm converges. Numerical experiments [14, 11] have highlighted that
the estimation procedure is relatively robust to the choice of ε, so we favored
setting a constant ε (ε = 10−6 in our implementation). More details about
the convergence of Eq. (4) is given in Appendix A.

2.1.4. Implementation and algorithmic considerations

Define the weighted Laplacian matrix associated to the weighted graph
(E ,V(l)): K(l) = D(l) − A(l) where D(l) is the diagonal matrix giving the

weighted degree of each node: d
(l)
j,j =

∑
k∼j v

(l)
j,k and A(l) is the weighted

adjacency matrix: a
(l)
j,k = v

(l)
j,k if j ∼ k and zero otherwise.

We first rewrite Eq. (3). Using the fact that
∑

j∼k v
(l)
j,k(θj−θk)2 = θᵀK(l)θ

and using Eq. (2), the penalized likelihood can be written

`pen(θ,V(l)) =
1

2
(x− θ)ᵀΣ−1(x− θ) +

λ

2
θᵀK(l)θ (5)

and the weighted ridge problem in Eq. (4) is solved by the explicit update:

θ(l) = (Σ−1 + λK(l−1))−1Σ−1x. (6)

In the simple case of independent spatial effects, the precision matrix Σ−1

is diagonal with j-th entry (1/σ2
j ). If the xjs are not assumed independent,

as will be the case in our real data application, we assume that Σ−1 is
sparse. Under this assumption, Σ−1+λK(l) is sparse positive definite and its
inversion can be done using the Cholesky decomposition. In the application,
we use a sparse estimate of Σ−1.
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Remark. The sum of squares function is derived from the likelihood when x
is Gaussian. However we can use the method in the more general setting
where x follows any distribution of mean θ and covariance matrix Σ. For
computational efficiency, our implementation nonetheless requires that Σ−1

be sparse.
The computational bottleneck of the iterative procedure is the linear sys-

tem (6). We use the package Matrix, version 1.2-17, which makes use of the
CHOLMOD library [16] for fast inversion of sparse (semi-)positive definite ma-
trices. Moreover, the matrix Σ−1 + λK(l) has the same sparsity structure at
all steps. This can be leveraged to further speed-up the iterative procedure:
we compute the symbolic Cholesky decomposition of Σ−1 + λK(l) only once
(using function Matrix::Cholesky) and update the numerical values at each
iteration (using function Matrix::update).

The segmentation procedure for one value of λ is given in Algorithm 1.
In practice, estimation is performed on a grid of penalties, and the choice of
the best λ is done in a second step.

Algorithm 1 Segmentation over a graph using the adaptive ridge

1: procedure Adaptive-Ridge(x,Σ−1, λ)

2: v
(0)
j,k ← 1j∼k

3: l← 1
4: do
5: K(l−1) ←D(l−1) −A(l−1)

6: θ(l) ← (Σ−1 + λK(l−1))−1Σ−1x

7: v
(l)
j,k ← ((θ

(l)
j − θ

(l)
k )2 + ε)−1

8: δ
(l)
j,k ← v

(l)
j,k(θ

(l)
j − θ

(l)
k )2

9: l← l + 1
10: while maxj,k|δ(l)j,k − δ

(l−1)
j,k | > tol

11: return θ

The implementation of the method for a sequence of penalties is made
faster using a warm start : the estimations are performed on an increasing
sequence of penalties (λq), and the weights v

(l)
j,k obtained at convergence for

λq are recycled for the first iteration of the estimation λq+1. This trick is
based on the fact that the limit of the adaptive ridge iterations does not vary
a lot under a small variation in λ. It significantly reduces the number of
iterations needed for convergence for subsequent values of the penalty.
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2.1.5. Choice of the regularization parameter

In penalized methods, the choice of the penalty λ is a difficult task [17,
Section 7]. In a number of statistical settings, the only data-driven criterion
for choosing λ is cross-validation. In this setting, the graph structure of the
data makes cross-validation computationally too costly since one would need
to repeat the cross-validation over a large set of test/train sets.Consequently,
we use model selection criteria. We consider the BIC Schwarz [18], the AIC
Akaike [19], and generalized cross-validation (GCV) [17, Section 7]:

BIC(λ) = 2`(θ̂) + log(p)e(λ),

AIC(λ) = 2`(θ̂) + 2e(λ),

GCV(λ) =
2`(θ̂)

p(1− e(λ)/p)2
,

where e(λ) is the effective model dimension.
The effective dimension is a generalization of the number of parameters

to linear fitting methods: if the estimate writes θ̂ = S(λ)x with S(λ) inde-
pendent from x, then we define e(λ) = Tr(S(λ)). When S is a projection (as
in the unpenalized linear model), the effective dimension is the number of pa-
rameters in the model. In the general case, this formula accounts for both the
number of selected parameters and the shrinkage between the parameters.
Besides allowing to use cost-effective selection criteria, e(λ) is important in
itself: it allows to quantify the degree of freedom of the estimate.

We now derive the effective dimension for the adaptive ridge. As ex-
plained in Goepp et al. [20, Section S1], the adaptive ridge Equations (4a)
and (4b) is a numerical scheme which minimizes the penalized problem

min
θ

`(θ) +
λ

2

∑
j∼k

log((θj − θk)2 + ε)

through Fan and Li [21]’s one-step approximation procedure called local
quadratic approximation (LQA). Now following the work of Fan and Li
[21, 22] for extending the notion of effective dimension to this class of es-
timating algorithms, we use

e(λ) , Tr
(
(Σ−1 + λK(l))−1Σ−1

)
(7)

when the iteration step (l) is at convergence. There is no theoretical justifica-
tion for this formula, which is rather is motivated by the analogy with linear
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smoothers, since our estimate takes the form θ = (Σ−1 + λK(l))−1Σ−1x,
when l is large enough that the method has converged.

Computing e(λ) only requires solving the linear system in the right-hand
side of (7), which comes at a small computational cost since the Cholesky
decomposition of Σ−1 + λK(l) is already in memory at convergence of the
algorithm.

2.2. Application

2.2.1. Simulation study

We illustrate our method in six simulation settings. The graph structure
used to define the zones and the adjacency between regions is taken from real
data. We use the spatial polygons defining several administrative divisions of
the Netherlands: regions, municipalities, districts, and neighborhoods. We
consider different simulation settings, with varried numbers of areas (p) and
zones (q). We select 6 settings, with p varrying from 390 to 12920 and q
varrying from 6 to 390. The datasets are represented in Figure 1 and their
properties are summarized in Table 1. We report the average number of
areas per zone, which indicates how hard the estimation of the areas and
their spatial effect is: the more areas in a zone, the more information there
is about its underlying true value. This dataset based on real data is further
detailed in Section 2.2.2 and Figure 2.

The data x is simulated from Eq. (1), where the true parameter θ is
constant over each zone and the errors are homoskedastic (Σ = σI). The
true parameters θ are set equal on each zone and are generated as iid Poisson
samples of parameter 10. The noise variance σ2 is set to a series of values
between 0.1 and 5.

We select the best λ over a grid of 50 values using either of the three
criteria. We run the graph-fused lasso using the implementation from the R
package flsa [23]. We run flsa on the same sequence of values of λ.

2.2.2. Real data: overweight in the Netherlands

For our real-data application we focus on the estimated overweight preva-
lence at neighborhood level in the Netherlands in 2016. Overweight is being
defined as having a body mass index between 20 and 25. We consider a square
region of 75 by 75 kilometers near the center of the Netherlands (the same
that is used in simulation Datasets (f)-(e), c.f. Figure 1). Figure 2 shows
the region on a map. The region consists of 2,955 neighborhoods. In the
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(a) Dataset 1: p = 390, q = 12 (b) Dataset 2: p = 650, q = 99

(c) Dataset 3: p = 2955, q = 6 (d) Dataset 4: p = 2955, q = 120

(e) Dataset 5: p = 2955, q = 650 (f) Dataset 6: p = 12920, q = 390

Figure 1: Areas (grey) and zones (black) of the 6 datasets used in simulation, with their
numbers p and q respectively.
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Table 1: Information on the different simulation designs.

Dataset
name

Number of
areas (p)

Number of
zones (q)

Average number of
areas per zones

Dataset 1 390 12 32.50
Dataset 2 650 99 6.57
Dataset 3 2955 6 492.00
Dataset 4 2955 99 29.80
Dataset 5 2955 650 4.55
Dataset 6 12920 390 33.13

Netherlands, neighborhoods are defined for administrative use by municipal-
ities and data collection by Statistics Netherlands (CBS). Neighbourhoods
are coherent regions that are based on several characteristics like age, geo-
graphical barriers such as busy roads, having similar urban and/or architec-
tural features, or having similar functional, social or political characteristics.
Neighbourhoods have no formal status.

The goal is to identify spatial zones consisting of adjacent neighborhoods
that have higher or lower prevalence than can be expected based on the
demographic and socio-economic characteristics of neighborhoods alone.

We follow a two-step procedure. First, we fit the small area estimation
model by [4] to our sample data and extract the estimated spatial effect of
each neighborhood, given as log-odds ratios, as well as the covariance matrix.
Next, we perform the spatial segmentation as described above.

Figure 3 shows the unsegmented spatial random effect for the 2,955 neigh-
borhoods in terms of log-odds ratio’s. Blue colours indicate lower than ex-
pected log-odds on overweight. Orange colours indicate higher than expected
log-odds on overweight. Already clear patterns can be seen, e.g. in large cities
like Amsterdam, Utrecht and Amersfoort, the overweight prevalence is lower
than expected based on demographic and socio-economic characteristics. In
the rural areas in the south, the prevalence is higher than expected.

We used an updated version of the small area estimation model as de-
scribed by van de Kassteele et al (2017) [4]. The updated model has several
improvements. First, sample data are from 2016 instead of 2012. Second,
the model includes educational level as a predictor variable. Third, more
two-way interactions are included: age by sex, age by ethnicity, age by mar-
ital status, age by educational level, sex by ethnicity, sex by marital status
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Amsterdam

Amersfoort

Utrecht

Dordrecht

Figure 2: The square 75 by 75 kilometers region of interest located near the centre of the
Netherlands. For illustration and orientation, the grey shaded areas are large populated
places, e.g. cities like Amsterdam and Utrecht. The map on the right shows the 2,955
neighborhoods in detail.
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below −0.25
−0.25 to −0.20
−0.20 to −0.15
−0.15 to −0.10
−0.10 to −0.05
−0.05 to 0.00
0.00 to 0.05
0.05 to 0.10
0.10 to 0.15
0.15 to 0.20
0.20 to 0.25
above 0.25

Figure 3: Unsegmented spatial effect for overweight for the 2,955 neighborhoods as esti-
mated by the small area estimation model. Blue colours indicate lower log-odds compared
to the expected log-odds, orange colours higher log-odds.
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and sex by educational level. Fourth, all predictor variables, both numeric
as categorical, entered the model using basis functions and penalization of
the regression coefficients. This also enabled automated feature selection, i.e.
predictors that are not relevant will not be selected in the model, resulting
in a more parsimonious model.

Our method requires the precision matrix as input. We have used the
following two-step process to estimate this matrix. First, the covariance ma-
trix Σ of the spatial effect term was extracted from the small area estimation
model. Next, we used the graphical lasso [24], as implemented in the package
huge [25], to generate a sparse estimate of Σ−1.

3. Results

3.1. Simulation study

The adaptive ridge produces sparser estimates. We compare the adaptive
ridge and the flsa on a single estimate of Dataset 5 (p = 2955, q = 650)
in Figure 4, for σ = 0.5, 0.8, and 1. We present the root mean squared
error (RMSE) for varying values of λ. Figure 4a shows that the adaptive
ridge performs always better than, or as well as, flsa for the same amount
of regularization and Figure 4b shows that i) for equal RMSE, the adaptive
ridge selects sparser models and ii) the AIC criterion is best at selecting the
optimal λ. Similar results were observed with the other simulation designs
(results not shown here). Extensive simulations (not shown here) across a
larger array of values of σ shows that for small σ, GCV outperforms AIC
and BIC and for large σ, AIC and BIC are close and outperform GCV.
In applications, we recommend using the AIC if estimation performance is
prioritized and the BIC if model sparsity is prioritized.

The adaptive ridge yields better estimates in terms of RMSE. Table 2 com-
pares adaptive ridge and flsa estimates in terms of RMSE and model dimen-
sion across all values of σ and all simulation settings. The adaptive ridge
has better estimation performance than flsa (lower RMSE) when σ is not too
high (≤ 1.1), in which case it has slightly worse but comparable performance.
Moreover, it consistently fits sparser estimates.
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Figure 4: Root mean squared error (RMSE) of one estimate in Dataset 5 as a function of
(a) the penalty λ and (b) the model dimension e(λ). The left-hand figure shows that at the
optimal λ, the adaptive ridge yields an estimate with a RMSE close or slightly less than
that of flsa. The right-hand figure shows that it yields a way sparser model (for the same
amount of RMSE, since both curves have similar minimal values). For both methods, the
AIC criterion is best at selecting the optimal λ.
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Table 2: Performance estimation and selected number of zones of the adaptive ridge
compared to Hoefling’s fused lasso signal approximator (lfsa), using the AIC.

Model

dimension
RMSE

Noise

standard

deviation

Adaptive

Ridge
FLSA

Adaptive

Ridge
FLSA

No

Regula-

rization

Dataset 1

0.1 11.1 ± 0.0214 43 ± 1.41 0.0815 ± 0.00297 0.313 ± 0.0685 0

0.3 11.4 ± 0.236 41.5 ± 2.12 0.123 ± 0.00747 0.408 ± 0.0858 0

0.5 15 ± 3.01 36.5 ± 4.95 0.253 ± 0.0264 0.505 ± 0.0236 0

0.7 16.2 ± 3.58 40.5 ± 0.707 0.358 ± 0.0971 0.433 ± 0.0979 0

0.9 16.7 ± 4.12 48.5 ± 4.95 0.467 ± 0.0335 0.5 ± 0.00638 0

1.1 26.4 ± 13 49.5 ± 4.95 0.699 ± 0.0717 0.614 ± 0.0112 0

2 75.4 ± 0.109 73.5 ± 31.8 1.61 ± 0.0144 0.922 ± 0.0976 0

5 153 ± 13.6 362 ± 2.12 4.6 ± 0.0833 4.67 ± 0.0421 0

Dataset 2

0.1 45.3 ± 1.21 146 ± 0.707 0.356 ± 0.0186 0.322 ± 0.00223 2.5

0.3 44.8 ± 0.549 162 ± 4.95 0.392 ± 0.00749 0.525 ± 0.0935 7.6

0.5 49.1 ± 4.04 146 ± 4.24 0.402 ± 0.0213 0.794 ± 0.0157 13

0.7 38.5 ± 0.0574 150 ± 6.36 0.613 ± 0.0326 0.809 ± 0.0163 18

0.9 50.7 ± 2.07 156 ± 19.1 0.683 ± 0.0774 0.946 ± 0.19 24

1.1 68.9 ± 0.522 157 ± 26.9 0.771 ± 0.0132 0.956 ± 0.142 28

2 128 ± 26.8 332 ± 55.2 1.6 ± 0.0531 1.31 ± 0.0421 51

5 260 ± 33 599 ± 9.9 4.66 ± 0.277 4.64 ± 0.325 130

Dataset 3

0.1 60.6 ± 0.135 298 ± 2.83 0.178 ± 0.00229 0.213 ± 0.000189 5.5

0.3 61.6 ± 1.56 282 ± 12 0.185 ± 0.0031 0.404 ± 0.00924 16

0.5 61.3 ± 3.64 286 ± 2.12 0.241 ± 0.0106 0.544 ± 0.00403 28

0.7 67 ± 4.07 306 ± 0.707 0.331 ± 0.00976 0.568 ± 0.0106 38

0.9 89 ± 24.3 254 ± 17.7 0.41 ± 0.00876 0.703 ± 0.00372 48

1.1 141 ± 58.2 291 ± 4.24 0.57 ± 0.0662 0.713 ± 0.000775 59

2 543 ± 65.8 486 ± 3.54 1.57 ± 0.0246 0.878 ± 0.0277 110

5 1010 ± 143 2630 ± 12 4.55 ± 0.0702 4.49 ± 0.019 270

Dataset 4

0.1 61 ± 0.947 298 ± 2.83 0.176 ± 0.0082 0.213 ± 0.000189 5.5

0.3 62.9 ± 2.58 282 ± 12 0.175 ± 0.0194 0.404 ± 0.00924 16

0.5 64.8 ± 4.46 286 ± 2.12 0.237 ± 0.0213 0.544 ± 0.00403 28

0.7 70.4 ± 9.32 306 ± 0.707 0.325 ± 0.0228 0.568 ± 0.0106 38

0.9 90.7 ± 19.6 254 ± 17.7 0.424 ± 0.0215 0.703 ± 0.00372 48

1.1 147 ± 42.8 291 ± 4.24 0.569 ± 0.0412 0.713 ± 0.000775 59

2 506 ± 94.4 486 ± 3.54 1.53 ± 0.0778 0.878 ± 0.0277 110

5 1110 ± 96.9 2630 ± 12 4.58 ± 0.0818 4.49 ± 0.019 270

Dataset 5

0.1 429 ± 33.7 1130 ± 14.1 0.187 ± 0.0637 0.216 ± 0.00045 5.5

0.3 417 ± 27.7 1240 ± 10.6 0.272 ± 0.0227 0.429 ± 0.00182 16

0.5 508 ± 14.6 1360 ± 180 0.391 ± 0.00397 0.555 ± 0.0629 28

0.7 610 ± 41 1430 ± 12 0.534 ± 0.0165 0.652 ± 0.00449 38

0.9 661 ± 20.7 1710 ± 247 0.719 ± 0.00217 0.748 ± 0.0141 48

1.1 788 ± 197 2000 ± 28.3 0.921 ± 0.0331 0.871 ± 0.0218 59

2 1080 ± 2.49 2560 ± 103 1.83 ± 0.0201 1.76 ± 0.0351 110

5 1730 ± 73 2900 ± 9.19 4.88 ± 0.0242 4.93 ± 0.02 270

Dataset 6

0.1 1260 ± 15.7 4220 ± 25.5 0.506 ± 0.00908 0.758 ± 0.000811 12

0.3 1240 ± 58.2 4450 ± 33.2 0.539 ± 0.0335 0.769 ± 0.000792 34

0.5 1240 ± 14.3 4090 ± 31.8 0.601 ± 0.00416 1.02 ± 0.00611 57
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Table 2: Performance estimation and selected number of zones of the adaptive rid (con-
tinued)

Model

dimension
RMSE

Noise

standard

deviation

Adaptive

Ridge
FLSA

Adaptive

Ridge
FLSA

No

Regula-

rization

0.7 1170 ± 19.6 3920 ± 632 0.762 ± 0.00647 1.18 ± 0.179 80

0.9 1340 ± 75.6 3660 ± 59.4 0.828 ± 0.0391 1.32 ± 0.00631 100

1.1 1440 ± 2.84 3900 ± 23.3 0.961 ± 0.0141 1.34 ± 0.00494 130

2 2200 ± 332 6610 ± 13.4 1.67 ± 0.0175 1.47 ± 0.000724 230

5 5540 ± 60 11500 ± 11.3 4.62 ± 0.0131 4.49 ± 0.016 570

The adaptive ridge recovers the zones well. Our method performs well in
terms of estimating q (in terms of RMSE). We now verify that it performs
well at estimating the zones.

We can first assess this by visual inspection. Figure 5 illustrates one
estimate from Dataset 4, with σ = 0.5 and using the AIC. Out of the 99
true zones, our method estimates 161 different areas where flsa estimates
1231. The overlay plot (Figures 5d) and 5f)) shows that the adaptive ridge
estimate has a few more areas of small size, but recovers the correct shape
of most areas. In comparison, the flsa estimates too many zones.

We can also quantify how well the estimated zones fit the true zones.
Consider the problem of estimating zones as a problem of clustering, where
the data points are the areas. Using this viewpoint, we use the Rand index
[26] to measure how well each method estimates the true zones. We obtain
a Rand index of 0.98 for the adaptive ridge and 0.96 for flsa and an ajusted
Rand index of 0.85 for our method and 0.07 for flsa.

Comparing adaptive ridge and flsa runtime. We want to compare the com-
putation time of our method to that of flsa. To that end we run both meth-
ods on planar graphs of different size. We use the adjacency graph of the
neighborhoods on the whole of Netherlands (p = 12920, see Figure 1f) and
consider connected subgraphs by selecting a node and adding all vertices
within a certain (graph-based) distance of that node. We generate signals
as iid normalized Gaussian samples and run both methods on a grid of 50
values of λ. The computing times are summarized in Figure 6. The flsa is
faster than the adaptive ridge for small graphs (less than 1000 nodes) and
the adaptive ridge is faster for large graphs (more than 3000 nodes).

Runtime experiments (not show here) show that our method’s runtime
edge increases as the graph is more connected.
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(a) True signal (areas not shown) (b) Noisy signal

(c) Estimated signal – agraph (d) Difference between true and esti-
mated – agraph

(e) Estimated signal – flsa (f) Difference between true and esti-
mated – flsa

Figure 5: Illustration of the piecewise constant estimate obtained by our method on
Dataset 4. a) True piecewise constant signal θ; b) Raw signal x generated using σ = 0.5;
c) and e) Estimated signal θ̂ using the AIC; d) and f) Representation of the difference
between the true (black) and estimated (red) signals. The panels share the same color
scale.
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Figure 6: Computing time in seconds of both methods for datasets of different sample
sizes.

3.2. Spatial segmentation of overweight in the Netherlands

Figure 7 shows the result of the spatial segmentation of the log-odds
ratios, i.e., the neighborhood effects, for the 2,955 neighborhoods in the
Netherlands. The models selected by the selection criteria are either un-
derpenalized (model dimension of 2558.3 for GCV) or overpenalized (model
dimensions of 18.9 for AIC and 4.7 for BIC). Consequently, we display on
Figure 7 the spatial segmentation for four different penalties, corresponding
to model dimensions of (a) 1020, (b) 700, (c) 457, and (d) 158.

The fusion of areas is not happening uniformly. This can be seen for
example in the south-west corner north of Dordrecht, where higher-than-
expected dark region does not get fused with its neighbouring areas, while the
background gets more and more segmented into larger zones with piecewise
constant values.

Remarkably, large number of neighborhoods are selected as being different
from their surrounding neighborhoods, even as the penalty gets very large.
Typical examples is the IJburg island east of Amsterdam, the former fishers
town Bunschoten-Spakenburg north of Amersfoort, and some small villages
in the south.
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(a) With 1021 zones (b) With 700 zones

(c) With 457 zones (d) With 158 zones

Figure 7: Segmented spatial effect for overweight for different penalties. The results
correspond to model dimensions of (a) 1020, (b) 700.0, (c) 457, and (d) 158 (corresponding
to 1097, 744, 504, and 163 selected zones, respectively). The selected zones are delimited
with thick lines.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Simulation study

We have run our method on simulated data from 6 simulation settings,
varied levels of noise standard deviation. We have compared it to the flsa, in
terms of RMSE, model dimension, and ability to recover an accurate estimate
of the zones. Our method estimates signals of slightly lower RMSE for most
noise levels (except for the high noise levels), but of greatly lower dimensions.
This comes from the fact that the adaptive ridge solves an Lq penalized
problem, with q → 0+ [see 20, Section S1]. This is a desired property for
obtaining zones that are easier to interpret. Moreover, the estimation of
the zones, seen as a task of clustering the areas, is of better quality for our
method. Our method runs slower than flsa for small and medium number of
areas (≤ 1000) but runs faster for large numbers of areas (≥ 3000).

4.2. Real-data application

To start with, for the real-data application, the identification of zones
with higher or lower prevalence than expected was done in two steps: first
generate data, then apply the segmentation to these data. This is done for
two reasons. First, it is for computation reasons impossible to combine these
two steps. The iterative nature of the adaptive ridge would require refitting
the small area estimation model many times. One model fit takes a few
minutes, so the total computation time would take hours or days. Second,
the small area estimation model is fit on individual data. These data are only
available in a secured environment hosted by Statistics Netherlands. Outside
this environment, it only allowed to work with aggregated data.

With regard to the spatial segmentation, our method has identified zones
that have higher or lower overweight prevalence than can be expected based
on the demographic and socio-economic characteristics of neighborhoods
alone. However, the total number of zones is still relatively large, here in
the order of hundreds of zones. This is caused by neighborhoods that have
a particular high or low value compared to their adjacent neighborhoods.
From a practical point of view, one still has to visualize the results.

We have found that the BIC does not provide a satisfying selection: only
one zone. The question of which penalty parameter to favor depends on
the how simple vs intricate we want the blue zones that are inferred by
the model to be. We note that different penalties provide different levels of
information: 7a simplifies the original data significantly while retaining much
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information about neighborhoods with specifically higher or lower prevalence
than expected, while 7d gives extended zones which are easier to interpret.

This collection of estimates with decreasing levels of granularity can serve
policy makers as a tool to choose not only the optimal spatial distribution of
the neighborhoods, but also the spatial scale to target their health-improving
strategies. For example, a policy maker could focus either on the zone in the
south-east (high odds ratio) when targeting on a large scale, or, on the other
hand, focus on a specific neighborhood when targeting on a small scale.

We only considered overweight here. We also looked at other health-
related indicators, like smoking, alcohol use and self-reported health. If blue
zones would exist in the Netherlands, we would expect to see similar patterns
of the spatial effect term. However, this was not the case. For example, the
spatial term for overweight was negatively correlated with the spatial term for
smoking (-0.24) and heavy drinking (-0.49). We found a ”positive” correla-
tion with self-reported health (0.41), i.e. a lower than expected overweight is
positively associated with a better self-reported health. It is however outside
the scope of this paper to explain these discrepancies.

The interpretability of the blue zones obtained by segmenting the over-
weight spatial term is somewhat limited. Considering the good performance
of our method on simulated data, this does not question the quality of the
method. Rather, it hints that our method may be too simplistic for this
application, as no other covariates are included inside the model.

4.3. Methodological discussion & conclusion

This work introduces a method for graph-based signal segmentation ap-
plied to detecting piecewise constant effects in areal data.

The application is based on the assumptions that the areal discretization
if adapted to the geographical distribution, in that not too much information
about the distribution is lost when discretizing. Moreover, the areal data is
considered only through its adjacency structure. Thus, the segmentation
obtained is of good quality if the graphical distance is close to the geograph-
ical distance. This is usually the case for most administrative units, as the
division into areas is fairly regular.

Besides having data values for each area, our method also requires a
measure of precision of these values. This determines the weights that areas
receive. If a value has been observed with a low precision, the corresponding
area gets less weight and will be more quickly fused with its adjacent areas. It
is also important to take the correlation (i.e. covariance or precision matrix)
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between areas into account. A positive correlation will oppose the penal-
ization, while a negative correlation will facilitate the penalization. If no
covariance information is available, one can still use a diagonal matrix with
variances. If no variance information is available, one can use the identity
matrix. In that case all areas receive equal weights.

For large graphs, our iterative method for segmentation over a graph is
competitive with similar fused-type penalties. Its application to spatial data
has shown to yield sparse models, which can make the spatial effect simpler to
interpret. Note that our method applies to disconnected, non-planar graphs,
with possible applications to graph signal processing.

Our method also has some limitations. It makes the underlying assump-
tion that the division into areas is regular enough, which is not always met
in spatial statistics. Moreover, when Σ is known, the method is computa-
tionally efficient under the assumption that Σ is sparse, which can limit its
application to other types of problems.

Future works include extending the method to the case of linear regres-
sion: x ∼ N (Xθ,Σ), where X is the design matrix. Indeed, in this can, the
penalized likelihood takes the form 1

2
(x −Xθ)ᵀΣ−1(x −Xθ) + λ

2
θᵀK(l)θ.

Consequently, our method can be extended to the linear model with graph-
based penalty by replacing 6 with θ(l) = (XᵀΣ−1Xᵀ + λK(l−1))−1XᵀΣ−1x.

Further, the model can be extended to the general linear model, where
the errors follow a distribution inside the exponential family. Indeed, the
generalized linear model is estimated using the Iteratively Reweighted Least
Squares (IRLS) procedure [27, Section 2.5], which solves a reweighted ridge
problem. Since the adaptive ridge is also based on iterations over a ridge
problem, extension to the exponential family of distributions would consist
in replacing the matrix Σ−1 in (6) with a diagonal matrix, the entries of
which are update at each step l.

To summarize, we have presented a new method for spatial segmentation
of areal data. It uses the adaptive ridge technique to penalize over the dif-
ferences between adjacent areas. The method yields a segmented estimate of
the spatial effect in a computationally efficient way. The model only requires
areal data values and the adjacency structure as input. The method is shown
to perform well, yielding estimates sparser than the lasso-based method we
used for comparison. The method can assist policy makers with their health-
improving strategies. An implementation of our method is publicly available
as an R package at github.com/goepp/graphseg.
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Appendix A. Convergence criterion for the algorithm

Define the weighted differences

δ
(l)
j,k , v

(l)
j,k(θ

(l)
j − θ(l)q )2 =

(θ
(l)
j − θ

(l)
q )2

(θ
(l)
j − θ

(l)
q )2 + ε

.

With ε very small, as the sequence θ(l) converges, the δ
(l)
j,ks tend to either

zero if the two values are close to equal, or one if the two values are differ-
ent. Consequently, this quantity serves to diagnose the convergence of the
algorithm.

More precisely, the stopping criteria is when the absolute differences be-
tween two consecutive values δj,k are smaller than a fixed tolerance, for all
pairs j ∼ k. This tolerance parameter is set to 10−8 is our implementa-
tion. We chose a very small tolerance to make sure that the algorithm has
converge, but we advise taking a higher tolerance (e.g., 10−6) makes the es-
timating procedure run faster (for illustration, the real data application runs
on a Intel Core i7 CPU in 1, 130 seconds with a tolerance of 10−8, versus 625
seconds with a tolerance of 10−6).

At convergence, the estimated model is not sparse. Therefore we use a
cutoff of 0.99 to round the δ

(l)
j,ks to zero or one. The cutoff is purposefully

set to a high value, which ensures that we only remove vertices between
adjacent neighborhoods with very different spatial effects. Thus, our method
is conservative in separating two neighborhoods.

Adjacent areas with a weighted difference of zero have been estimated
to have the same spatial effect. This yields a partition of the areas into a
set of connected subgraphs who each have been estimated to have the same
underlying spatial effect. These subgraphs are the estimated zones.

Note that the algorithm developped here induces shrinkage of θ̂. This
is in contrast with the initial implementation of [11], which uses a two-step
approach, using the adaptive ridge to estimate the zones, and then estimating
the effect on each zones using unpenalized estimation. Our approach using
shrinkage was giving better results on simulations (results not shown here).
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